This paper presents a robust and adaptable facial feature extraction system used for facial expression recognition in humancomputer interaction (HCI) environments. Such environments are usually uncontrolled in terms of lighting and color quality, as well as human expressivity and movement; as a result, using a single feature extraction technique may fail in some parts of a video sequence, while performing well in others. The proposed system is based on a multicue feature extraction and fusion technique, which provides MPEG-4-compatible features assorted with a confidence measure. This confidence measure is used to pinpoint cases where detection of individual features may be wrong and reduce their contribution to the training phase or their importance in deducing the observed facial expression, while the fusion process ensures that the final result regarding the features will be based on the extraction technique that performed better given the particular lighting or color conditions. Real data and results are presented, involving both extreme and intermediate expression/emotional states, obtained within the sensitive artificial listener HCI environment that was generated in the framework of related European projects.
INTRODUCTION
Facial expression analysis and emotion recognition, a research topic traditionally reserved for psychologists, has gained much attention by the engineering community in the last twenty years. Recently, there has been a growing interest in improving all aspects of the interaction between humans and computers, providing a realization of the term "affective computing." The reasons include the need for quantitative facial expression description [1] as well as automation of the analysis process [2] which is strongly related to ones' emotional and cognitive state [3] .
Automatic estimation of facial model parameters is a difficult problem and although a lot of work has been done on selection and tracking of features [4] , relatively little work has been reported [5] on the necessary initialization step of tracking algorithms, which is required in the context of facial feature extraction and expression recognition. Most facial expression recognition systems use the facial action coding system (FACS) model introduced by Ekman and Friesen [3] for describing facial expressions. FACS describes expressions using 44 action units (AU) which relate to the contractions of specific facial muscles. In addition to FACS, MPEG-4 metrics [6] are commonly used to model facial expressions and underlying emotions. They define an alternative way of modeling facial expressions and the underlying emotions, which is strongly influenced by neurophysiologic and psychological studies. MPEG-4, mainly focusing on facial expression synthesis and animation, defines the facial animation parameters (FAPs) that are strongly related to the action units (AUs), the core of the FACS. A comparison and mapping between FAPs and AUs can be found in [7] .
Most facial expression recognition systems attempt to map facial expressions directly into archetypal emotion categories while been unable to handle expressions caused by intermediate or nonemotional expressions. Recently, several automatic facial expression analysis systems that can also distinguish facial expression intensities have been proposed [8] [9] [10] [11] , but only a few are able to employ model-based analysis using the FAP or FACS framework [5, 12] . Most existing approaches in facial feature extraction are either designed to cope with limited diversity of video characteristics or require manual initialization or intervention. Specifically, [5] depends on optical flow, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] depend on high resolution or noise-free input video, [18] [19] [20] depend on color information, [15, 21] require manual labeling or initialization, [12] requires markers, [14, 22] require manual selection of feature points on the first frame, [23] requires two head-mounted 2 EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing cameras, [24] [25] [26] [27] require per-user or per-expression training either on the expression recognition or the feature extraction or cope only with fundamental emotions. From the above, [8, 13, 21, 23, 25, 27] provide success results solely on expression recognition and not on the feature extraction/recognition. Additionally very few approaches can perform in near real time.
Fast methodologies for face and feature localization in image sequences are usually based on calculation of the skin color probability. This is usually accomplished by calculating the a posteriori probability of a pixel belonging to the skin class in the joint Cb/Cr domain. Several other color spaces have also been proposed which exploit specific color characteristics of various facial features [28] . Video systems, on the other hand, convey image data in the form of one component that represents lightness (luma) and two components that represent color (chroma), disregarding lightness. Such schemes exploit the poor color acuity of human vision: as long as luma is conveyed with full detail, detail in the chroma components can be reduced by subsampling (filtering or averaging). Unfortunately, nearly all video media have reduced vertical and horizontal color resolutions. A 4 : 2 : 0 video signal (e.g., H-261, MPEG-2 where each of Cr and Cb are subsampled by a factor of 2 both horizontally and vertically) is still considered to be a very good quality signal. The perceived video quality is good indeed, but if the luminance resolution is low enough-or the face occupies only a small percentage of the whole frame-it is not rare that entire facial features share the same chrominance information, thus rendering color information very crude for facial feature analysis. In addition to this, overexposure in the facial area is common due to the high reflectivity of the face and color alteration is almost inevitable when transcoding between different video formats, rendering Cb/Cr inconsistent and not constant. Its exploitation is therefore problematic in many real-life video sequences; techniques like the one in [29] have been proposed in this direction but no significant improvement has been observed.
In the framework of the European Information Technology projects, ERMIS [30] and HUMAINE [31] , a large audiovisual database was constructed which consists of people driven to emotional discourse by experts. The subjects participating in this experiment were not faking their expressions and the largest part of the material is governed by subtle emotions which are very difficult to detect even for human experts, especially if one disregards the audio signal.
The aim of our work is to implement a system capable of analyzing nonextreme facial expressions. The approach has been tested in a real human-computer interaction framework, using the SALAS (sensitive artificial listener) testbed [30, 31] , which is briefly described in the paper. The system should be able to evaluate expressions even when the latter are not extreme and should be able to handle input from various speakers. To overcome the variability in terms of luminance and color resolution in our material, an analytic approach that allows quantitative and rule-based expression profiling and classification was developed. Facial expression is estimated through analysis of MPEG FAPs [32] , the latter being measured through detection of movement and de- formation of local intransient facial features such as mouth, eyes, and eyebrows through time, assuming availability of a person's neutral expression. The proposed approach is capable of detecting both basic and intermediate expressions (e.g., boredom, anger) [7] with corresponding intensity and confidence levels. An overview of the proposed expression and feature extraction methodologies is given in Section 2 of the paper. Section 3 describes face detection and pose estimation while Section 4 provides detailed analysis of automatic facial feature boundary extraction and construction of multiple masks for handling different input signal variations. Section 5 describes the multiple mask fusion process and confidence generation. Section 6 focuses on facial expression/emotional analysis, and presents the SALAS humancomputer interaction framework while Section 7 presents the obtained experimental results. Section 8 draws conclusions and discusses future work.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
An overview of the proposed methodology is illustrated in Figure 1 . The face is first located, so that approximate facial feature locations can be estimated from the head position and rotation. Face roll rotation is estimated and corrected and the head is segmented focusing on the following facial areas: left eye/eyebrow, right eye/eyebrow, nose, and mouth. Each of those areas, called feature-candidate areas, contains the features whose boundaries need to be extracted for our purposes. Inside the corresponding feature-candidate areas precise feature extraction is performed for each facial feature, that is, eyes, eyebrows, mouth, and nose, using a multicue approach, generating a small number of intermediate feature masks. Feature masks generated for each facial feature are fused together to produce the final mask for that feature. The mask fusion process uses anthropometric criteria [33] to perform validation and weight assignment on each intermediate mask; each feature's weighted masks are then fused to produce a final mask along with confidence level estimation.
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Measurement of facial animation parameters (FAPs) requires the availability of a frame where the subject's expression is found to be neutral. This frame will be called the neutral frame and is manually selected from video sequences to be analyzed or interactively provided to the system when initially brought into a specific user's ownership. The final feature masks are used to extract 19 feature points (FPs) [7] . Feature points obtained from each frame are compared to FPs obtained from the neutral frame to estimate facial deformations and produce the facial animation parameters (FAPs). Confidence levels on FAP estimation are derived from the equivalent feature point confidence levels. The FAPs are used along with their confidence levels to provide the facial expression estimation.
FACE DETECTION AND POSE ESTIMATION
In the proposed approach, facial features including eyebrows, eyes, mouth, and nose are first detected and localized. Thus, a first processing step of face detection and pose estimation is carried out, as described below, to be followed by the actual facial feature extraction process described in Section 4. At this stage, it is assumed that an image of the user at neutral expression is available, either a priori or captured before interaction with the proposed system starts.
The goal of face detection is to determine whether or not there are faces in the image, and if yes, return the image location and extent of each face [34] . Face detection can be performed with a variety of methods [35] [36] [37] . In this paper, we used nonparametric discriminant analysis with a support vector machine (SVM) which classifies face and nonface areas reducing the training problem dimension to a fraction of the original with negligible loss of classification performance [30, 38] . 800 face examples from the NIST Special Database 18 were used for this purpose. All examples were aligned with respect to the coordinates of the eyes and mouth and rescaled to the required size. This set was virtually extended by applying small scale, translation, and rotation perturbations and the final training set consisted of 16 695 examples.
The face detection step provides a rectangle head boundary which includes all facial features as shown in Figure 2 . The latter can be then segmented roughly using static anthropometric rules ( Figure 2 , Table 1 ) into three overlapping rectangle regions of interest which include both facial features and facial background; these three feature-candidate areas include the left eye/eyebrow, the right eye/eyebrow, and the mouth. In the following, we utilize these areas to initialize the feature extraction process. Scaling does not affect featurecandidate area detection, since the latter is proportional to the head boundary extent, extracted by the face detector.
The accuracy of feature extraction depends on head pose. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with roll rotation, since it is the most frequent rotation encountered in real-life video sequences. Small head yaw and pitch rotations which do not lead to feature occlusion do not have a significant impact on facial expression recognition. The face detection techniques described in the former section is able to cope with head roll rotations up to 30
• . This is a quite satisfactory range in which the feature-candidate areas are large enough so that the eyes reside in the eye-candidate search areas defined by the initial segmentation of a rotated face.
To estimate the head pose, we first locate the left and right eyes in the detected corresponding eye candidate areas. After locating the eyes, we can estimate head roll rotation by calculating the angle between the horizontal plane and the line defined by the eye centers. For eye localization, we propose an efficient technique using a feed-forward backpropagation neural network with a sigmoidal activation function. The multilayer perceptron (MLP) we adopted employs Marquardt-Levenberg learning [39, 40] while the optimal architecture obtained through pruning has two 20-node hidden layers and 13 inputs. We apply the network separately on the left and right eye-candidate face regions. For each pixel in these regions, the 13 NN inputs are the luminance Y, the Cr & Cb chrominance values, and the 10 most important DCT coefficients (with zigzag selection) of the neighboring 8 × 8 pixel area. Using alternative input color spaces such as Lab, RGB or HSV to train the network has not changed its distinction efficiency. The MLP has two outputs, one for each class, namely, eye and noneye, and it has been trained with more than 100 hand-made eye masks that depict eye and noneye area in random frames from the ERMIS [30] database, in images of diverse quality, resolution, and lighting conditions. The network's output in randomly selected facial images outside the training set is good for locating the eye, as shown in Figure 3(b) . However, it cannot provide exact outliers, that is, point locations at the eye boundaries; estimation of feature points (FP) is further analyzed in the next section.
To increase speed and reduce memory requirements, the eyes are not detected on every frame using the neural network. Instead, after the eyes are located in the first frame, two square grayscale eye templates are created, containing each of the eyes and a small area around them. The size of the templates is half the eye-center distance (bipupil breadth, D bp ). For the following frames, the eyes are located inside the two eye-candidate areas, using template matching which is performed by finding the location where the sum of absolute differences (SAD) is minimized. After head pose is computed, the head is rotated to an upright position and new feature-candidate segmentation is performed on the head using the same rules shown in Table 1 , so as to ensure facial features reside inside their respective candidate regions. These regions containing the facial features are used as input for the facial feature extraction stage, described in the following section.
AUTOMATIC FACIAL FEATURE DETECTION AND BOUNDARY EXTRACTION
To be able to compute MPEG-4 FAPs, precise feature boundaries for the eyes, eyebrows, and mouth have to be extracted. Eye boundary detection is usually performed by detecting the special color characteristics of the eye area [28] , by using luminance projections, reverse skin probabilities, or eye model fitting [17, 41] . Mouth boundary detection in the case of a closed mouth is a relatively easily accomplished task [40] . In case of an open mouth, several methods have been proposed which make use of intensity [17, 41] or color information [18, 28, 42, 43] . Color estimation is very sensitive to environmental conditions, such as lighting or capturing camera's characteristics and precision. Model fitting usually depends on ellipse or circle fitting, using Hough-like voting or corner detection [44] . Those techniques while providing accurate results in high-resolution images are unable to perform well with low video resolution which lack high-frequency properties; such properties which are essential for efficient corner detection and feature border trackability [4] are usually lost due to analogue video media transcoding or low-quality digital video compression. In this work, nose detection and eyebrow mask extraction are performed in a single stage, while for eyes and mouth which are more difficult to handle, multiple (four in our case) masks are created taking advantage of our knowledge about different properties of the feature area; the latter are then combined to provide the final estimates as shown in Figure 1 . Tables 2 and 5 Table 3 , while other thresholds defined in text are summarized in Table 4 .
Eye boundary detection

Luminance and color information fusion mask
This step tries to refine eye boundaries extracted by the neural network described in Section 3 and denoted as (M e nn ), building on the fact that eyelids usually appear darker than skin due to eyelashes and are almost always adjacent to the iris.
At first, luminance information inside the area depicted by a dilated version of M e nn is used to find a luminance threshold t e b :
where L e is the luminance channel of the eye-candidate area and • denotes the average over an image area, and min(X) denotes the minimum value of area X. When threshold t e b is applied to L e , a new mask is derived, denoted as M e npp . This map includes dark objects near the eye centre, namely, the eyelashes and the iris. From the connected components in M e npp we can robustly locate the one including the iris by estimating its thickness. In particular, we apply a distance transform using the Euclidean distance metric and select the connected component where distance transform obtains its maximum value DT max , to produce M e 1 mask as illustrated in Figure 4 . The latter includes the iris and adjacent eyelashes. The point where the distance transform equals to DT max accurately computes the iris centre.
Edge-based mask
This second approach is based on eyelid detection. Eyelids reside above and below the eye centre, which has already been estimated by the neural network. Taking advantage of their mainly horizontal orientation, eyelids are easily located through edge detection.
We use the canny edge detector [45] mainly because of its good localization performance and its ability to minimize multiple responses to a single edge. Since the canny operator follows local maxima, it usually produces closed curves. Those curves are broken apart into horizontal parts by morphological opening using a 3 × 1 structuring element; let us denote the result as M e b1 . Since morphological opening can break edge continuity, we enrich this edge mask by performing edge detection, using a modified canny edge detector. The 
to produce map M e b3 illustrated in Figure 5 (a). Edges directly above and below the eye centre in map M e b3 , which are depicted by arrows in Figure 5 
Standard-deviation-based mask
A third mask is created for each of the eyes to strengthen the final mask fusion stage. This mask is created using a region growing technique; the latter usually gives very good segmentation results corresponding well to the observed edges. Construction of this mask relies on the fact that facial texture is more complex and darker inside the eye area and especially in the eyelid-sclera-iris borders than in the areas around them. Instead of using an edge density criterion, we developed a simple but effective new method to estimate both the eye centre and eye mask. We first calculate the standard deviation of the luminance channel L e in n×n sliding blocks resulting in I Figure 6 (a). This is an indication that eye area has exceeded its actual borders and is now connected to other subfeatures. The same process is repeated with n = 6 resulting in map M e s6, f illustrated in Figure 6 (b). Different block sizes are used to raise the procedure's robustness to variations of image resolution and eye detail information. Smaller block sizes converge slower to their final map but the combination of both type of maps results in map M e 3 , as in the case of Figure 6 (c), ensuring a better result in case of outliers. Examples of outliers include compression artifacts, which induce abrupt illumination variations. For pixel coordinates (i, j), the above are implemented as follows:
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where d ∈ (0, max(L e )] and • denotes the mean in the n×n area surrounding (i, j),
The above process is similar to a morphological bottom hat operation with the difference that the latter is rather sensitive to the structuring element size.
Luminance mask
Finally, a second luminance-based mask is constructed for eye/eyelid border extraction. In this mask, we compute the normal luminance probability of L e resembling to the mean luminance value of eye area defined by the NN mask M e nn . From the resulting probability mask, the areas with a confidence interval of t e d are selected and small gaps are closed with morphological filtering. The result is usually a blob depicting the boundaries of the eye. In some cases, the luminance values around the eye are very low due to shadows from the eyebrows and the upper part of the nose. To improve the outcome in such cases, the detected blob is cut vertically at its thinnest points from both sides of the eye centre; the resulting mask's convex hull is then denoted as M 
Eyebrow boundary detection
Eyebrows are extracted based on the fact that they have a simple directional shape and that they are located on the forehead, which due to its protrusion, has a mostly uniform illumination. Each of the left and right eye and eyebrowcandidate images shown in Figure 2 is used for brow mask construction. The first step in eyebrow detection is the construction of an edge map M b E of the grayscale eye/eyebrow-candidate image. This map is constructed by subtracting the dilation and erosion of the grayscale image using a line structuring element st b 2 pixels long and then thresholding the result as shown in Figure 8 (a):
where δ s , ε s denote the dilation and erosion operators with structuring element s, and operator ">" denotes the thresholding operator to construct the binary mask M b E . The selected edge detection mechanism is appropriate for eyebrows because it can be directional, it preserves the feature's original size and can be combined with a threshold to remove smaller skin anomalies such as wrinkles. The above procedure can be considered as a nonlinear high-pass filter.
Each connected component on the edge map is labeled and then tested against a set of filtering criteria. These cri- teria were formed through statistical analysis of the eyebrow lengths and positions on 20 persons of the ERMIS database [30] . Firstly, the major axis is found for each component through principal component analysis (PCA). All components whose major axis has an angle of more than 30 degrees with the horizontal plane are removed from the set. From the remaining components, those whose axis length is smaller than t b 1 are removed. Finally, components with a lateral distance from the eye centre more than t b 1 /2 are removed and the top-most remaining is selected resulting in the eyebrow mask M b E2 . Since eyebrow area is of no importance for FAP calculation, the result can be simplified easily using (7) resulting in M b which is depicted in Figure 8 
Nose localization
The nose is not used for expression estimation by itself, but is a fixed point that facilitates distance measurements for FAP estimation (Figure 9 (a)), thus, its boundaries do not have to be precisely located. Nose localization is a feature frequently used for face tracking and usually based on nostril localization; nostrils are easily detected based on their low intensity [46] . The facial area above the mouth-candidate components area is used for nose location. The respective luminance image is thresholded by t n 1 :
Connected objects of the derived binary map are labeled. In bad lighting conditions, long shadows may exist along either side of the nose. For this reason, anthropometric data [47] about the distance of left and right eyes (bipupil breadth, D bp ) is used to reduce the number of candidate objects: objects shorter than t n 2 and longer than t n 3 D bp are removed. This has proven to be an effective way to remove most outliers without causing false negative results while generating the nostril mask M n 1 shown in Figure 10 (a). Horizontal nose coordinate is predicted from the coordinates of the two eyes. On mask M n 1 , each of the connected component horizontal distances from the predicted nose centre is compared to the average internostril distance that is approximately t n 4 D bp [47] , and components with the 
Mouth detection
Neural network lip and mouth detection mask
At first, mouth boundary extraction is performed on the mouth-candidate facial area depicted in Figure 2 . An MLP neural network is trained to identify the mouth region using the neutral image. Since the mouth is closed in the neutral image, a long low-luminance region exists between the lips. The detection of this area, in this work, is carried out as follows. The initial mouth-candidate luminance image L m shown in Figure 11 (a) is simplified to reduce the presence of noise, remove redundant information, and produce a smooth image that consists mostly of flat and large regions of interest. Alternating sequential filtering by reconstruction (ASFR) (9) is thus performed on L m to produce L m asfr shown in Figure 11 (b). ASFR ensures preservation of object boundaries through the use of connected operators [48] ,
where the operations ⊕ and denote the Minkowski dilation and erosion. To avoid over simplification, the ASFR filter is applied with a scale of n and connected objects on the resulting binary mask M m t1 are labeled as shown in Figure 11 (c).
The major axis of each connected component is computed through PCA analysis, and the one with the longest axis is selected. The latter is subsequently dilated vertically and the resulting mask M m t is produced, which includes the lips. Mask M m t shown in Figure 11 (c) is used to train a neural network to classify the mouth and nonmouth areas accordingly. The image area included by the mask corresponds to the mouth class and the image outside the mask to the nonmouth one. The perceptron has 13 inputs and its architecture is similar to that of the network used for eye detection.
The neural network trained on the neutral-expression frame is then used on other frames to produce an estimate of the mouth area: neural network output on the mouthcandidate image is thresholded by t m 2 and those areas with high confidence are kept to form a binary map containing several small subareas. The convex hull of these areas is calculated to generate mask M m 1 as shown in Figure 12 .
Generic edge connection mask
In this second approach, the mouth luminance channel is again filtered using ASFR for image simplification. The horizontal morphological gradient of L m is then calculated similarly to the eyebrow binary edge map detection resulting in M m b1 shown in Figure 13 Morphological closing is then performed so that those whose distance is less than t m b2 I w connect together, in order to obtain mask M m b2 as shown in Figure 13 
Lip-corner luminance and edge information fusion mask
The problem of most intensity-based methods that try to estimate mouth opening is the visibility of upper teeth, especially if they appear between the upper and lower lip altering saturation and intensity uniformity as illustrated in Figure 14 .
A new method is proposed next to cope with this problem. First, the mouth-candidate luminance channel L m is 
where operator "<" again stands for the thresholding process.
In the resulting binary map, all connected objects adjacent to the border are removed, thus removing facial background outliers, resulting in mask M m c1 shown in Figure 15 (a). We now examine two cases separately: either we have no apparent teeth and the mouth area is denoted by a cohesive dark area (case 1) or teeth are apparent and thus two dark areas appear at both sides of the teeth (case 2). It should be noted that those areas appear even in large extensive smiles. The largest connected object is then selected from M m c1 and its centroid is found. If the horizontal position of its centroid is near the horizontal nose position, case 1 is selected, otherwise case 2 is assumed to occur and two dark areas appear at both sides of the teeth. To assess horizontal noise centre proximity, we use a distance threshold of t m c2 D bp . The two cases are quite distinguishable through this process. In case 2, the second largest connected object is also selected. A new binary map is created containing either one object in case 1 or both objects in case 2; the convex hull of this map is then calculated and mask M m c2 is produced, depicted in Figure 15(b) .
The detected lip corners provide a robust estimation of mouth horizontal extent but are not adequate to detect mouth opening. Therefore, mask M m c2 is expanded to include the lower lips. An edge map is created as follows: the mouth image gradient is calculated in the horizontal direction, and is thresholded by the median of its positive values, as shown in Figure 15 and M m c3 , have to be combined to a final mask. An effective way of achieving this is to keep from both masks objects which are close to each other. Since M m c2 may contain objects belonging to lower parts of the mouth area, it is expanded downwards by dilation with a nonsymmetric vertical structuring element, resulting in mask M m c2d . Morphological reconstruction [49] is then used to combine the masks together by using the area belonging to both M m c3 and M m c2d as input and objects belonging to either mask (12) as marker. Final mask M m 3 is shown in Figure 15(d) ,
where ρ(B, A) denotes the reconstruction of A with marker B.
FINAL MASKS GENERATION AND CONFIDENCE ESTIMATION
Each facial feature's masks must be fused together to produce a final mask for that feature. The most common problems, especially encountered in low quality input images, include connection with other feature boundaries or mask dislocation due to noise, as depicted in Figure 16 . In some cases, some masks may have completely missed their goal and provide a completely invalid result. Outliers such as illumination changes and compression artifacts cannot be predicted and so individual masks have to be re-evaluated and combined on each new frame.
Validation of eye and mouth masks
The proposed algorithms presented in Section 4 produce a mask M b for each eyebrow, nose coordinates, four intermediate mask estimates M e 1...4 for each eye and three intermediate mouth mask estimates M m 1...3 . The four masks for each eye and three mouth masks must be fused to produce a final mask for each feature. Since validation can only be done on the end result of each intermediate mask, we unfortunately cannot give different parts of each intermediate mask different confidence values, so each pixel of those masks will share the same value. We propose validation through testing against a set of anthropometric conformity criteria. Since, however, some of these criteria relate either to aesthetics or to transient feature properties, we cannot apply strict anthropometric judgment.
For each mask k of feature x, we employ a set of validation measurements V x k,i , denoted by i, which are then combined to a final validation tag V x k, f for that mask. Each measurement produces a validation estimate value depending on how close it is to the usually expected feature shape and position, in the neutral expression. Expected values for these measurements are defined from anthropometry data [33] and from images extracted from video sequences of 20 persons in our database [30] . Thus, a validation tag between [0,1] is attached to each mask, with higher values denoting proximity to the most expected measurement values.
All validation measurements are based on distances defined in Table 6 . Given these definitions, eye mask validation is based on four tags specified in Table 7 , concerning individual eye dimensions, relations between the two eyes and relations between each eye and the corresponding eyebrow. Finally, mouth map validation is based on four tags referring to distance measurements specified in Table 8 . In the following, validation value of measurement i for mask k of feature x will be denoted as V We want masks with very low validation tags to be discarded from the fusion process and thus those are also pre- 9 Mouth height d 10 Sellion-Stomion length d 11 Sellion-Subnasion length vented from contribution on final validation tags; therefore, we ignore those with V
Final validation tag for mask k is then calculated as follows:
Mask fusion
Each of the intermediate masks represents the best-effort result of the corresponding mask-extraction method used. Multiple eye and mouth masks must be merged to produce final mask estimates for each feature. The mask fusion method is based on the assumption that having multiple masks for each feature lowers the probability that all of them are invalid since each of them produces different error patterns. It has been proven in committee machine (CM) theory [50, 51] that for the desired output t the combination error y comb − t from different machines f i is guaranteed to be lower than the average error:
Since intermediate masks have a validation tag which represents their "plausibility" of being actual masks for the feature they represent, it seems natural to combine them by giving more credit to those which have a higher validation value on one hand, and on the other to ignore those that we are sure will not contribute positively on the result. Furthermore, according to the specific qualities of each input, we would like to favor specific masks that are known to perform better on those inputs, that is, give more trust to color-based extractors when it is known that input has good color quality, or to the neural network-based masks when the face resolution is enough for the network to perform adequate border detection.
Regarding input quality, two parameters can be taken into account: image resolution and color quality; since 1 if d 9 < 1.3d 6 else d 9 / 1.3d 6 Mouth height in comparison with bipupil breadth
Nose distance from top lip nonsynthetic training data for the latter is difficult to acquire, we have found that a good estimator can be the chromatic deviation measured on the face skin area: very large variability in chromatic components is a good indicator for color noise presence. Therefore, σ Cr , σ Cb are less than t σ for good color quality and much larger for poor quality images. Regarding resolution, we have found that the proposed neural-networkbased detector performs very well in sequences where D bp > t r pixels, where D bp denotes the bipupil breadth.
In the following, we use the following notation: final masks for left eye, right eye, and mouth are denoted as before as M 
then our requirements can be expressed as follows.
(1) If all masks k agree that a pixel m 
(2) We require that gating variable g k should be balanced according to the number of masks:
(3) If all masks k agree that a pixel m x f does belong to feature x with maximum confidence, then this should be reflected on the fusion result:
(4) If all masks k have failed, then no mask should be created as a fusion result:
(5) If one mask has failed, then the result should depend only on remaining masks:
(6) Fusion with a better input mask should produce a higher value on the output for the pixels deriving from this mask: 
Voting Output
Gate Figure 17 : The dynamic committee machine model. (7) If an input mask derives from a more trusted mask extractor, then pixels deriving from this mask should be associated with a higher value:
k, f , and the same holds for all m
To fulfill these requirements in this work, we propose a fusion method based on the idea of dynamic committee machines (DCM) which is depicted in Figure 17 . In a static CM, the voting weight for a component is proportional to its error on a validation set. In DCMs, input is directly involved in the combining mechanism through a gating network (GN), which is used to modify those weights dynamically.
The machine's inputs are intermediate masks M 
The role of gating variable g k is used to favor color-aware feature extraction methods (M e 1 , M m 1 ) in images of high-color quality and resolution; gating variable g i is defined as follows:
where D bp the bipupil width in pixels, σ Cr , σ Cb the standard deviation of the Cr, Cb channels, respectively, inside the facial area. It is not difficult to see that (23)- (25) satisfy (16)- (22). Tables 9 and 10 illustrate mask fusion examples for the left eye and mouth where some of the masks are problematic. Validation tags refer to the corresponding mask validation tag while D bp is quoted as an indication of the sequence resolution. For illustration purposes, the feature points extracted from the final masks are presented verifying the precise extraction of the features and feature points, based on the mask fusion process.
Eye, eyebrow, and mouth mask confidence estimation
Confidence values are needed for expression analysis and are thus propagated from mask extraction to the corresponding FPs, FAPs, and the expression evaluation stage. Their role is to indicate the confidence that a given feature has been correctly extracted and therefore the measure by which expression analysis should rely on a specific feature. To estimate confidence, we have used extracted feature resemblance to mean anthropometry data from [33] . Since data for eyebrow sizes was not available in the literature, confidence values were expanded to rely also on information such as facial feature size constancy and face symmetry. 
(2) C e s ∈ [0, 1] denotes shape similarity between the left and right upper eyelid; exploiting the symmetry of the face, we estimate the resemblance between the upper parts of left and right eyelids. Let us define X L , X R as matrices containing the horizontal coordinates of the left and right upper eyelid boundaries; a value C s indicating their similarity can be calculated as a two-dimensional correlation coefficient between the two vectors,
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EXPRESSION ANALYSIS
An overview of the expression recognition process is shown in Figure 1 . At first, 19 feature points (FPs) are calculated from the corresponding feature masks. Those FPs have to be compared with the FPs of the neutral frame, so as to measure movement and estimate FAPs. FAPs are then used to evaluate expression profiles, providing the recognized expression.
From masks to feature points
Left-, right-, top-, and bottom-most coordinates of the final masks M Table 12 , Figures 18 and 9 (a). Feature point x is then assigned with confidence C FP x by inheriting the confidence level (C e , C m , C b , C n ) of the final mask from which it derives. Figure 9 (b). Distances are not measured in pixels, but in normalized scale-invariant MPEG-4 units, that is, ENS, MNS, MW, IRISD, and ES [6] . Unit bases are measured directly from FP distances on the neutral image; for example, ES is calculated as |FP 9 , FP 13 |. The distance vector is created once for the neutralexpression image (D n v ) and for each of the subsequent frames (D v ). FAPs are calculated by comparing D n v and D v . Each FAP depends on one or more elements of D v thus some FAPs are over defined; the purpose of calculating a FAP from more distances than necessary is to increase estimation robustness which is accomplished by considering the confidence levels of each distance element. Elements in D v are calculated by measuring the FP distances illustrated in Figure 9 (b). Uncertainty in FP coordinates should reflect to corresponding Correspondences between FAPs and corresponding distance vector elements are illustrated in Table 13 .
Facial expression recognition and human computer interaction
In our former research on expression recognition, a ru lebased system was created, characterising a user's emotional state in terms of the six universal, or archetypal, expressions (joy, surprise, fear, anger, disgust, sadness). We have created rules in terms of the MPEG-4 FAPs for each of these expressions, by analysing the FAPS extracted from the facial expressions of the Ekman dataset [7] . This dataset contains several images for every one of the six archetypal expressions, which, however, are rather exaggerated. As a result, rules extracted from this dataset do not perform well if used in real human-computer interaction environments. Psychological studies describing the use of quadrants of emotion's wheel (see Figure 19 ) [52] instead of the six archetypal expressions provide a more appropriate tool in such interactions. Therefore, creation of rules describing the first three quadrants-no emotion is lying in the fourth quadrant-is necessary.
To accomplish this, facial muscle movements were translated into FAPs while each expression's FAPs on every quadrant were experimentally verified through analysis of prototype datasets. Next, the variation range of each FAP was computed by analysing real interactions and corresponding video sequences as well as by animating synthesized exam- ples. Table 14 illustrates three examples of rules that were created based on the developed methodology.
In order to use these rules in a system dealing with the continuous activation-emotion space and fuzzy representation, we transformed the rules replacing the range of variation with the terms high, medium, low after having normalized the corresponding partitions. The full set of rules can be found in [53] .
In the process of exploiting the knowledge contained in the fuzzy rule base and the information extracted from each frame in the form of FAP measurements, with the aim to analyze and classify facial expressions, a series of issues have to be tackled.
(i) FAP activation degrees need to be considered in the estimation of the overall result. (ii) The case of FAPs that cannot be estimated, or equivalently are estimated with a low degree of confidence, needs to be considered,
The conventional approach to the evaluation of fuzzy rules of the form described in (29) is as follows [54] :
where t is a fuzzy t-norm, such as the minimum
the algebraic product the bounded sum
and so on. Another well-known approach in rule evaluation is described in [55] and utilizes a weighted sum instead of a t-norm in order to combine information from different rule antecedents:
Both approaches are well studied and established in the field of fuzzy automatic control. Still, they are not adequate for the case of facial expression estimation: their main disadvantage is that they assume that all antecedents are known, that is, that all features are measured successfully and precisely. In the case of facial expression estimation, FAPs may well be estimated with a very low confidence, or not estimated at all, due to low video quality, occlusion, noise, and so on. Thus, a more flexible rule evaluation scheme is required, that is able to incorporate such uncertainty as well. Moreover, the second one of the conventional approaches, due to the summation form, has the disadvantage of possibly providing a highly activated output even in the case that an important antecedent is known to be missing; obviously, it is not suitable for the case examined in this paper, where the non-activation of an FAP automatically implies that the expression profiles that require it are not activated either. For this reason, in this work we have used a flexible rule evaluation scheme [56] , which is in fact a generalization of the t-norm-based conventional approach. In this approach and in the t-norm operation described in (30) , antecedents with lower values affect most the resulting value of y, while antecedents with values close to one have trivial and negligible affect on the value of y. Having that in mind, we can demand that only antecedents that are known with a high confidence will be allowed to have low values in that operation. Then, the activation level of a rule with this approach can be interpreted in a possibilistic manner, that is, it can be interpreted as the degree to which the corresponding output is possible, according to the available information; in the literature, this possibilistic degree is referred to as plausibility. The confidence is determined by the confidence values of the utilized inputs, that is, by the confidence values of the rule antecedents, as follows:
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Test data generation: the SALAS-emotion induction framework
Our test data have been produced using the SALAS testbed application developed within the ERMIS and HUMAINE projects, which is an extension of one of the highlights of AI research in the 1960s, Weizenbaum's ELIZA [57] . The ELIZA framework simulates a Rogerian therapy, during which clients talk about their problems to a listener that provides responses that induces further interaction without passing any comment or judgment.
Recording is an integral part of this challenge. With the requirement of both audio and visual inputs, the need to compromise between demands of psychology and signal processing is imminent. If one is too cautious about the recording quality, subjects may feel restrained and are unlikely to show the everyday, relaxed emotionality that would cover most of the emotion representation space. On the other hand, visual and audio analysis algorithms cannot be expected to cope with totally unconstrained head and hand movement, subdued lighting, and mood music. Major issues may also arise from the different requirements of the individual modalities: while head mounted microphones might suit analysis of speech, they can have devastating consequences for visual analysis. Eventually arrangements were developed to ensure that on the visual side, the face was usually almost frontal and well and evenly lit to the human eye; that it was always easy for a human listener to make out what was being said; and that the setting allowed most human participants to relax and express emotion within a reasonable time.
The implementation of SALAS is mainly a software application designed to let a user work through various emotional states. It contains four "personalities" shown in Figure 20 (a) that listen to the user and respond to what he/she says, based on the different emotional characteristics that each of the "personalities" possesses. The user controls the emotional tone of the interaction by choosing which "personality" they will interact with, while still being able to change the tone at any time by choosing a different personality to talk to.
The initial recording took place with 20 subjects generating approximately 200 minutes of data. The second set of recordings comprised 4 subjects recording two sessions each, generating 160 minutes of data, providing a total of 360 minutes of data from English speakers; both sets are balanced for gender, 50/50 male/female. These sets provided the input to facial feature extraction and expression recognition system of this paper.
Facial feature extraction results
Facial feature extraction can be seen as a subcategory of image segmentation, that is, image segmentation into facial features. According to Zhang [58] segmentation algorithms can be evaluated analytically or empirically. Analytical methods directly treat the algorithms themselves by considering the principles, requirements, utilities, complexity, and so forth of algorithms; while these methods can provide an algorithm evaluation which is independent from the implementation itself or the arrangement and choice of input data, very few properties of the algorithm can be obtained or is practical to obtain through analytical study. On the other hand, empirical methods can be divided in two categories: empirical goodness methods, which use a specific "goodness"; measure to evaluate the performance of algorithms, and empirical discrepancy methods which measure the discrepancy between the automatic algorithm result and an ideally labeled image. Zhang reviewed a number of simple discrepancy measures of which, if we consider image segmentation as a pixel classification process, only one is applicable here: the number of misclassified pixels on each facial feature.
While manual feature extraction does not necessarily require expert annotation, it is clear that especially in lowresolution images manual labeling introduces an error. It is therefore desirable to obtain a number of manual interpretations in order to evaluate the interobserver variability. A way to compensate for the latter is Williams' Index (WI) [59] , which compares the agreement of an observer with the joint agreement of other observers. An extended version of WI which deals with multivariate data can be found in [60] . The modified Williams' Index I divides the average number of agreements (inverse disagreements, D j, j ) between the computer (observer 0) and n − 1 human observers (j) by the average number of agreements between human observers:
and in our case we define the average disagreement between two observers j, j as
where denotes the pixel-wise x or operator, M x j denotes the cardinality of feature mask x constructed by observer j, and D bp is used as a normalization factor to compensate for camera zoom on video sequences.
From a dataset of about 50 000 frames, 250 frames were selected at random and the 19 FPs were manually selected from two observers on each one. WI was calculated using (36) for each feature and for each frame separately. At a value of 0, the computer mask is infinitely far from the observer mask. When WI is larger than 1, the computer generated mask disagrees less with the observers than the observers disagree with each other. Distribution of the average WI calculated over the two eyes and mouth for each frame is shown in Figure 21 , while Figure 22 depicts the average WI calculated on the two eyebrows. Table 15 summarizes the results.
For the eyes and mouth, WI has been calculated for both the final mask and each of the intermediate masks. WI x denotes WI for single mask x and WI f is the WI for the final mask for each facial feature; WI x denotes the average WI for mask x calculated over all test frames.
Column 7 of Table 15 shows the percentage of frames where the mask fusion resulted in an improvement of the WI, while columns 8 and 9 display the average WI in the frames where the fusion result was better and worse from the single mask, respectively. One may be tempted to deduct from this table that some feature detectors perform better than the combined mask result; it may seem so when considering the average values, but this is not the case when examining each frame: different methods perform better for different input images and the average results that seem to favor some methods over the others are dependent on the selection of the input frames. This may be also justified especially by looking at the result variation between the left and right eyes for the same mask, as well as from the values of column 8: the average WI on frames where eye mask 4 performed better than the fused result is still a bit lower than the total average WI, thus it may seem that this mask performs better for the specific test but the improvement is not significant; this means that even when considering the same sequence, the average values may be slightly better for one mask but relying solely on this one mask, the system will have no safeguard to refer to when the algorithm resulting in this mask performs poorly. The latter is demonstrated in column 10 where one can see that when using the fused masks, the worst cases will be on average better than the worse case of the mask with the best mean WI. Nevertheless, the aim of this work is not to find the best feature extractor, but to combine them intelligently with respect to the input video. What can be deducted about the different masks is that looking at the value differences between column 8 and column 9, one can conclude that for example eye mask 0 performs better in "very difficult" test frames, where the total average WI has a value of 0.69.
Expression analysis results
Since the ERMIS dataset was created by engaging participants to emotional dialogue, facial expressions in these video sequences were not acted and extreme, but are mostly naturalistic. We evaluated sequences totalling about 30 000 frames. Expression analysis results were tested against manual multimodal annotation from experts [61] and the results are presented in Table 16 .
In order to produce the facial expression analysis results, we utilized the neurofuzzy network presented in [53] . The architecture of this network was able to exploit not only FAPs values produced by tracking the feature points and their distances, but also the confidence measures associated with each intermediate result. Since we are dealing with video sequences depicting human-computer interaction, expressivity, head movement and rotation are usually unconstrained. As a result, exact feature point localization is not always possible due to changing lighting conditions, such as varying shadow artifacts introduced by the eyebrow protrusion or the nose. It is given that the contribution of the algorithm presented here lies not only in the fact that it performs stable feature point localization, but more importantly in the fusion process and the confidence measure that it produces for each mask, as well as the fused result. The confidence measure is utilized by the neurofuzzy network to reduce the importance of a set of FAP measurements in a frame where confidence is low, thereby catering for better network training and adaptation, since the network is trained with examples that perform better. The significance of this approach is proven with the increase in performance shown in [53] , as well as in the second column of Table 16 , where the possibilistic approach [56] , which also utilizes the confidence measure, also outperforms a "naive" fuzzy rule implementation based only on FAP values.
In addition to this, Column 5 in Table 15 indicates that the fusion step almost always improves the performance of the individual masks, in the sense that it produces a final result which agrees more with the expert annotators than in the case of the single masks (higher Williams Index value, which produces a ratio of the fused mask over the single masks > 1). The robustness of the feature extraction process, when combined with the provision of confidence measures, is shown in the videos at http://www.image.ece.ntua.gr/ijivp. These videos contain the results from the feature extraction process per frame, and the estimated quadrant which con- • denotes the average over all features in all frames, • f denotes the average of the final masks over all frames while • x denotes the average of mask x over all frames. (1) Refer to indicated subsection number (2) NN denotes M e nn , the eye mask derived directly from the neural network output (3) Using eyebrow mask M b E2 , prior to thinning (4) WI in the 5% of total frames with the lowest WI. tains the observed facial expression. Even though feature localization may be inaccurate or even fail in specific frames, this fact is identified by a low-confidence measure, effectively instructing the expression analysis algorithm to ignore these features and try to estimate the facial expression on the remaining results. As a general rule, the last column of Table 16 indicates that the human experts that classify the frames to generate the ground truth make contrasting evaluations once every five frames; this fact is clearly indicative of the ambiguity of the observed emotions in a naturalistic environment. It is also worth underlining that this system achieves a 78% classification rate while operating based solely on expert knowledge provided by humans in the form of fuzzy rules, without weights for the rule antecedents. Allowing for the specification of antecedence importance as well as for rule optimization through machine learning is expected to provide for even further enhancement of the achieved results.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented a method to automatically locate 19 facial feature points that are used in combination with the MPEG-4 facial model for expression estimation. A robust method for locating these features has been presented which also extracts a confidence estimate depicting a "goodness" measure of each detected point, which is used by the expression recognition stage; the provision of this measure enables the expression recognition process to discard falsely located features, thus enhancing performance in recognizing both universal (basic) emotion labels, as well as intermediate expressions based on a dimensional representation. Our algorithm can perform well under a large variation of facial image quality, color, and resolution.
Since the proposed method only handles roll facial rotation, an extension to be considered is the incorporation of a facial model. Recently, a lot of work has been done in facial feature detection and fitting of facial models [62] . While these techniques can detect facial features, but not extract their precise boundary, they can extend our work by accurately predicting the face position in each frame. Thus, feature candidate areas would be defined with greater precision allowing the system to work even under large head rotation and feature occlusion.
